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SECRETS FOR MENTORING NOVICE TEACHERS
Lessons from Award-Winning Teachers 2010
Study after study shows the quality of teaching is paramount to student achievement. Next to parents,
teachers are the most important people in determining a student’s academic success. So what makes a
great teacher? How can educational leaders support and increase the skills of teachers? And what can be
done to help new teachers become highly skilled teachers?
To find out, the Foundation for Excellence in Education has interviewed more than 240 of Florida’s
most effective teachers over the past three years. Teachers were chosen because their students made the
most progress in reading or math for students in fourth through tenth grades based on the results of the
Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test, the state’s annual standardized test.
These teachers shared their experience and expertise with researchers during focus groups moderated
by the University of Florida’s Lastinger Center for Learning, a national leader in developing innovative
professional development initiatives designed to improve instruction in classrooms across our country.
Over three years, teachers have been asked questions about instructional practice and effective supports
for teacher learning.
The insights into excellence in teaching, professional development and mentoring from these teachers
echoed across subject and grade. These recurring themes, reflected in the words of the teachers
themselves, reinforced the findings of multiple research papers and projects from renowned institutions
across the country.
The Excellence in Teaching program emphasizes student progress, not performance. It rewards teachers
who motivate students — whether they are high achievers or struggling with the fundamentals — to
gain more than a year’s worth of knowledge in a year’s time. The 2010 Excel Award winners represent 14
achievement profiles for students, based on seven categories in reading or math: all students, students
who were high achieving students, students performing below grade level, students eligible for free or
reduced lunch, students learning the English Language, students with disabilities and charter school
students.
The “Secrets of Success” in teaching (Ross & Adams, 2010) captures the wisdom of practice from
the 2008 and 2009 award-winning teachers. A companion document, “The Secrets of Successful
Professional Development” (Ross, Dodman, Vescio, Adams & Humphries, 2011), captures the guidance
of the 2009 award winners about the nature of supports for professional learning necessary to help
all teachers enhance their knowledge and practice. The current document captures the guidance of
the 2010 award winners about the nature of support necessary to help novice teachers become highly
effective teachers.
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SECRETS FOR SUPPORTING NOVICE TEACHERS
There is a strong consensus that among the variables for improving student achievement, the teacher matters more than
any other single factor (Rowan, Correnti & Miller, 2002). Yet we know that many novices struggle and that approximately
one-third of new teachers leave the profession within five years (Darling-Hammond, 2003). Because it may take up to five
years for teachers to become confident and highly skilled (Moore, Johnson & others, 2004), the induction and mentoring
of novice teachers to help them develop both competence and confidence is of critical consequence for student
achievement. The 2010 Excel Award-winning teachers shared their insights regarding important aspects of supporting
novice teachers. Their Secrets for Supporting Novice Teachers are divided into three sections: the content of an ideal
induction experience, the processes of successful mentoring, and the role of school leaders. Within each section, several
secrets capture their insights about high-quality support.
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Content of an Ideal Induction Experience
QUICK TIP:
Help novices examine
how all the pieces fit
together.
Besides helping novices with
each piece of the lesson planning
process, the 2010 Excel Award
winning teachers stressed that
mentors should help novices
think about whether the lesson
is structured to help students
proceed logically through an
instructional sequence and
whether the various elements
of the lesson are “in sync” or
aligned with one another:
r-FTTPOQMBOOJOHJTBCPVUBO
JOTUSVDUJPOBMĚPX*UTOPUKVTU
BCPVUXSJUJOHUIFMFTTPOQMBO 
CVUBCPVUCFJOHBCMFUPEFMJWFSJU
8SJUFUIFQMBOGPSUIFTUVEFOUT
$BQUVSFUIFBVEJFODFBOE
IBWFBDPNNBOEJOHQSFTFODF
(Elementary; Reading; All
4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH
4UVEFOUT
rĉJTMBEZXBTTQFDJBMCFDBVTF
TIFFNQIBTJ[FE i-FUNFTFF
ZPVSMFTTPOQMBOTu4IFXPVME
TBZ i:PVSPCKFDUJWFT ZPVS
JOTUSVDUJPOBMBDUJWJUJFT ZPVS
BTTFTTNFOUNVTUCFBMJHOFEu
*BMXBZTSFNFNCFSUIFXPSE
iBMJHONFOUuãTIFXPVMEESJMMJU
ãUIBUXBTBOJNQPSUBOUUIJOH
ãUIFSFXPVMECFDFSUBJOUJNFT
XIFSFTIFXPVMETBZ i-FUNFTFF
UIFUFTUuBOETIFXPVMEDPNQBSF
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT
#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
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The 2010 Excel Award-winning teachers had clear ideas about the appropriate
focus for an induction program. Based on their recollections of their beginning
years and experiences in supporting novices, they identified areas where novices
need the guidance of more experienced colleagues. These included lesson
planning, classroom management, professional judgment, and school routines
and procedures.

SECRET #1: Provide novice teachers with

guidance on strong lesson planning.
Almost all novice teachers begin their first year with some background in
lesson planning. One might assume this would be an easy skill for a beginning
teacher, but the Excel teachers stressed that lesson planning involves
judgment that novices are still developing. This means they need mentors
who can help them focus on the varied needs of students:
r<.ZNFOUPS>XPVME<SFWJFX>NZMFTTPOQMBOTBOE LJOEPG XFDPVMEEP
TJNJMBSUIJOHT4PNFUJNFTTIFXPVMEPQFOUIFEPPSBOEBDUVBMMZIBWFNF
XBMLBSPVOEBOEIBWFNFXBUDIIFS<TP*DPVMETFF>XIBUTIFXBTEPJOH
BOEXIBUTIFXBTUFBDIJOH &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX
(SBEF-FWFM
r8FKVTUHPPWFSCPBSENBLJOHTVSFUIBUXFTIBSFMFTTPOTXJUI<OFXUFBDIFST> 
XFIBWFMVODI XFTIBSFPVSQMBOT XFTJUEPXOFWFSZ'SJEBZBOEBTL i)PXT
JUHPJOH 8IBUEPZPVOFFEIFMQPO *TUIFSFBOZUIJOH*DBOEP %PZPVOFFE
UPDPNFPCTFSWFNF 8PVMEZPVMJLFGPSNFUPPCTFSWFZPV u .JEEMF4DIPPM
.BUI"MM4UVEFOUT 4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT )JHI"DIJFWJOH
4UVEFOUT 4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r'JSTUZFBSUFBDIFSTNJHIUOPUCFBTDPNGPSUBCMFEJĎFSFOUJBUJOHGPSFWFSZ
TUVEFOUTVDIBTCJMJOHVBMTUVEFOUTPSTUVEFOUTXJUIEJTBCJMJUJFT &MFNFOUBSZ
3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT
r6TJOHUIFEBUBUIBUXFHFU <UIFZOFFEIFMQ>UPLOPXIPXUPSFUFBDIUIF
TUVĎ JGTUVEFOUTBSFBDUVBMMZGBJMJOH#FDBVTFTPNFUJNFT<OPWJDF>UFBDIFST
EPOUSFBMJ[FUIFZIBWFUPVTFEJĎFSFOUJBUFEJOTUSVDUJPO BOETPNFUJNFTUIFZ
IBWFUPHPCBDLBOESFUFBDIJOBEJĎFSFOUXBZ8FOFFEUPVTFBTTFTTNFOUT
JOBOBQQSPQSJBUFXBZUPFOIBODFUIFTUVEFOUTJNQSPWFNFOU &MFNFOUBSZ
3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT-FBSOJOH&OHMJTI
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SECRET #2: Provide ongoing guidance related to

classroom management.
The Excel teachers stressed that strong classroom management involves judgment and skills that are developed
over time and with practice. They noted that novices struggle with finding the balance between nurturing
students and being authoritative. They also stressed the complexity of making classroom management
decisions, which require that the teacher know about management and about the specific children in the
classroom, as well as have the ability to handle multiple tasks at one time. Because these are complex judgments
with no one “right” way, novices clearly need knowledgeable mentors to help them reflect on their decisions:
r<:PVXBOUUPCFB>OVSUVSFS 
TPNFUJNFTCSBOEOFXUFBDIFST
XBOUUPCFCFTUěJFOETXJUIUIF
TUVEFOUT BOEUIFZCMVSUIFMJOFPG
SFTQFDU/FXUFBDIFSTCVSOPVUBOE
BSFBěBJEUPAHFUPOUPUIFTUVEFOUT
BCPVUTPNFUIJOH4UVEFOUTOFFEUP
LOPXZPVBSFDPSSFDUJOHUIFNBCPVU
TPNFUIJOHCFDBVTFZPVXBOUUIFN
UPHFUCFĪFS OPUKVTUCFDBVTFZPV
BSFCFJOHNFBO4PNFUJNFTJUJTFWFO
IBSEFSGPSZPVOHFSUFBDIFSTXIP
OFFEUPėOEUIFMJOFCFUXFFOCFJOH
OVSUVSJOHBOECFJOHQSPGFTTJPOBM
&MFNFOUBSZ.BUI4UVEFOUTXJUI
%JTBCJMJUJFT
r<5PNBLFHPPENBOBHFNFOU
EFDJTJPOTUIFZIBWFUP>ėOEPVUBT
NVDIBTUIFZDBOBCPVUUIBUDIJME 
UIFEJĎFSFOUDIJMESFO<ĉFO>ZPVMM
IBWFBOJEFB0, *TFFXIZTPBOE
TPJTEPJOHUIJTUPEBZ"OEZPVMM
TUJMMIBWFUPIBOEMFJUCVUZPVMMIBWF
NPSFJOGPSNBUJPOBTUPIPXUPEPJU
.JEEMF4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r0OFPGUIFNPTUEJđDVMUUIJOHTGPSOPWJDFUFBDIFSTJTUIBUUIFZwIBWFOUIBEFOPVHIQSBDUJDFXJUIDMBTTSPPN
NBOBHFNFOUĉFZHFUPWFSXIFMNFEXJUIBDUVBMMZNBOBHJOHBHSPVQPGDIJMESFO"OE<UIFZIBWFOUIBEFOPVHI
QSBDUJDF>ėHVSJOHPVUIPXUPEFMJWFSUIFJSJOTUSVDUJPOBOENBOBHFTUVEFOUTBUUIFTBNFUJNF &MFNFOUBSZ
3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r/PWJDFUFBDIFSTBSFTPGPDVTFEPOHFĪJOHUISPVHIUIFMFTTPOUIBUUIFZGPSHFUUPOPUJDFFWFSZUIJOHUIBUTHPJOHPO
BSPVOEUIFNĉFZNBZTFFJU CVUJUEPFTOUSFHJTUFS &MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT
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Content of an Ideal Induction Experience
SECRET #3: Provide guidance and support in making

professional decisions.
p
Teachers today are given many professional resources from textbooks, to curriculum guidelines, to pacing
guides. Each is valuable, yet the Excel teachers stressed that they use their professional judgment to decide
how to use materials and resources based upon their judgments about what their students need. The
Excel teachers stressed that to become highly effective teachers, novices need to quickly learn to trust the
professional decisions they make related to tailoring instruction to students’ needs. The guidance of a skilled
mentor is essential in this process:
r</PWJDF>UFBDIFSTEPOULOPXIPXUPSFBEUIFJSTUVEFOUT:PVLOPXUIFSFTBQPJOUXIFOUIFSFTPWFSTBUVSBUJPO
<GPSUIFTUVEFOUT>:PVSFMPTJOHUIFNTPZPVOFFEUPTUPQBOEDIBOHFHFBST BOE*UIJOLOFXUFBDIFSTTPNFUJNFT
DBOUSFBEJMZQJDLVQPOUIBU &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI)JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r/FXUFBDIFSTNVTUSFBMJ[FUIBUUIFSFJTOPOFFEUPXPSSZBCPVU<XIFUIFSTUVEFOUTXJMMTDPSFXFMMPOBO>BTTFTTNFOU
JGZPVUFBDIUIFSJHIUUIJOHT )JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTMFBSOJOH&OHMJTI
r:PVIBWFUPUFBDIUPUIFDIJME OPUUPUIFUFYUCPPLw*GBDIJMETOPUHFĪJOHJU *EPOUDBSF *NHPJOHUPDPOUJOVFUP
FYQMBJOJU BOEFYQMBJOJU VOUJMUIFZHFUJUFWFOJGJUIBTUPEPXJUICSJOHJOHJOTPNFUIJOHTVQQMFNFOUBMXIFOUIFZ
UPMEVTOPUUP .JEEMF4DIPPM.BUI4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT
r"QSFTDSJCFEQSPHSBNJTOPUZPVSDVSSJDVMVN4PJGTPNFPOFTHJWJOHZPV3FBE UIBUTOPUZPVSDVSSJDVMVN
:PVMPPLBUXIBUDIJMESFOTIPVMELOPXBOECFBCMFUPEP &MFNFOUBSZ 3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT)JHI"DIJFWJOH
4UVEFOUT

SECRET #4: Remember to teach novices routine school

p
procedures.
Beyond developing their pedagogical skills, novice teachers must have support in learning routine school
procedures that impact their daily work. The 2010 Excel Award-winning educators discussed the importance
of supporting novice teachers in understanding procedures that ranged from turning in field trip money to
knowing whom to turn to for help with classroom technology:
rĉFSFTNPSFUPCFJOHBOFXUFBDIFSUIBOMFTTPOQMBOOJOHBOEUFBDIJOHJOBSPPN-JLF UIFQBQFSXPSL LOPXJOHIPXUP
BDDFTTFNBJM LOPXJOHQBTTXPSET BOEBMMUIFMJĪMFOPPLTBOEDSBOOJFT6OMFTTTPNFPOFTJUTEPXOXJUIZPVBOEUFMMTZPV 
ZPVMMOFWFSLOPX-JLF XIPEP*HPUPJG*XBOUUPQMBOUPBėFMEUSJQ )PXEP*BDDPVOUGPSNPOFZBOEUIJOHTMJLFUIBU 
.JEEMF4DIPPM3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT 4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT
r.FOUPSTOFFEUPTIBSFUIFOJĪZHSJĪZTPUIBUOFXUFBDIFSTIBWFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIFZSFBMMZOFFE )JHI4DIPPM.BUI
4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
rĉFZOFFEUPIBWFUIFJSUFDIOPMPHZTFUVQUBMLUPUIFJSUFDIQFSTPOBIFBEPGUJNFĉFZOFFEUPMPDBUFXIFSFUIJOHTBSFPO
DBNQVTBOEIPXUIJOHTXPSLBOEUIFQSPDFEVSFTĉFSFBSFDMBTTSPPNBOEQFSTPOBMUIJOHTBOEUFBDIFSUIJOHT*UIJOLGPS
UIFOFXUFBDIFST<JUXPOUXPSLJG>UIFZBSFMJLFiIFSFZPVHP IFSFTZPVSLFZu )JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT
rĉFTVQQPSUIBTHPUUPCFUIFSFwFWFOKVTUGPSUFBDIJOHUIFNIPXUPVTFUIFPOMJOFHSBEFCPPL IPXUPUBLFBĪFOEBODF BOEBMM
UIPTFEJĎFSFOULJOETPGUIJOHTwJGZPVKVTUIBWFTPNFCPEZXIPZPVDBOBTLBOETPNFCPEZUIBUZPVDBOHFURVJDLJOGPSNBUJPO
ěPNXIFOZPVOFFEJU )JHI4DIPPM.BUI4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM 4UVEFOUTXJUI%JTBCJMJUJFT
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What the Research Says

QUICK TIP:

BCPVUUIFBQQSPQSJBUFDPOUFOUGPSNFOUPSJOH
Secrets one through four emphasize that novice teachers have many needs that
must be met in order for them to grow as educators. Many novice teachers feel
that classroom management is the primary challenge they face; they believe it is
the foundation upon which effective
teaching is based, and it is often an
area in which they struggle. They want
and need immediate help in learning
effective classroom management
strategies (Hertzog, 2002; Ingersoll
& Smith, 2004). Developing a set
of effective classroom management
strategies takes time and practice, and
novice teachers benefit from being
able to work with mentors who have
developed a strong toolkit of such
strategies.
Besides classroom management issues,
novice teachers often report that they
want mentors who will be transparent
about their content and how they teach
it (Athanases et al., 2008; Boreen &
Niday, 2000; Evertson & Smithey,
2000). Providing novice teachers with
mentors who teach the same subjects
and grade levels that they do creates
natural alliances that focus on how to
teach content in order help them to
best teach their students. To teach well,
(Feiman-Nemser 2001) teachers need
to determine the learning styles of their
students and then design instruction in
ways that capitalize on those learning
preferences. Effective mentors have
a wealth of experience in addressing
the diversity of their students’ needs,
and can guide the novice teachers they
work with as they learn to differentiate
instruction for their own students. In addition, timely notification about and
assistance with the logistical demands of teaching, such as when reports are due,
makes the first year less stressful
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Reinforce existing skills
that the novice brings to
the classroom to boost
professional confidence.
Using the existing strengths
that novice teachers bring to the
classroom is an important step in
facilitating the development of
their skills as educators:
r.FOUPSTIBWFUPSFNFNCFSUIBU
ZPVSFOPUUFBDIJOHUIFOFXUFBDIFS
IPXZPVUFBDI ZPVSFUFBDIJOHUIF
teacher how they can teach the
CFTUXBZUIFZDBOUFBDI:PVBSF
IFMQJOHESBXPVUUIFCFTUěPNFBDI
JOEJWJEVBM &MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH
4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF
-FWFM
r"ěJFOEPGNJOF BMTPIFSFUPEBZ 
XIPXPSLFEXJUI&4&&40-ã
XBTTPTVQQPSUJWFBTBNFOUPS 
UFMMJOHNF i:PVBSFCSJHIU ZPV
BSFTPHPPE ZPVDBOIFMQUIFTF
LJETu .JEEMF4DIPPM3FBEJOH
"MM4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH
4UVEFOUT
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The Components of an Effective Mentoring Process
QUICK TIP:
Select mentors who also
appreciate the importance
of providing emotional
support for the novice
teacher.
When talking about their
own induction experiences,
these award-winning teachers
focused on the significance of
the emotional support that key
mentors provided to them at the
start of their careers:
r*XBTSFBMMZZPVOH BOEUIJT
UFBDIFS TIFXBTHSFBU4IFSFBMMZ
IFMQFENFãJUXBTBNPUIFSTPO
SFMBUJPOTIJQ4IFFWFOVTFEUPHJWF
NFGPPE4IFHBWFNFBMPUPGUJQT
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT
#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r8IFOZPVSFOFX UIFSFNJHIUOPU
CFNVDIUIBUZPVDBOTIBSF CVU
it made me feel so good that my
mentor wanted to try something
*EJEĉBUSFBMMZCPPTUFENZ
DPOėEFODFBMPU*MPPLFEBU
NZNFOUPSBTTPNFPOFVQPOB
QFEFTUBM &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI
)JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r<)F>SFJOGPSDFEUIBUZPVBSF
EPJOHBHPPEKPC+VTUHBWFNF
UIFDPOėEFODF*OFFEFE *OFWFS
had confidence all my life and he
LFQUTBZJOH i/PPOFFMTFDBOEPJU
MJLFZPV ZPVLOPXUIFTUVĎu)F
XBTBMXBZTUIFSFGPSFWFSZMJĪMF
QSPCMFN &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI
4UVEFOUT-FBSOJOH&OHMJTI
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The Excel teachers also had numerous suggestions about key components of
the mentoring process. They noted that the way mentoring is delivered is as
important as what content is included in a program. Secrets five through seven
capture their suggestions for structuring a mentoring program to make sure a
novice is connected to the right mentor doing the right things to support his/
her learning.

SECRET #5: Select coaches and mentors

who have the time and desire to work with
novice teachers.
Ensuring support for novice teachers requires selecting mentor teachers who
not only have the necessary skills and content knowledge but also have the
desire and commitment to work with a novice. The Excel teachers noted
that effective mentoring requires that the mentor work with the novice on
an ongoing basis. Moving from novice teacher to highly effective teacher
takes time, so the support given to novice teachers needs to be more than a
sporadic effort; rather, it must occur on a consistent and persistent basis. The
teachers noted that their most effective mentors were highly skilled and gave
them the gift of time.
r8IFOUIFZDIPPTFNFOUPST BENJOJTUSBUPSTOFFEUPCFDIPPTJOHUIFCFTUPGUIF
CFTU &MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT "MM4UVEFOUT )JHI
"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r#PUI<NZNFOUPST>XFSFWFUFSBOUFBDIFST WFSZPMETDIPPMJOBHPPEXBZ<ĉFZ>
NFUXJUINFUXJDFBEBZĉFZMFĜNFJOTQJSBUJPOBMOPUFTFWFSZEBZ3FBMMZ 
UIFZTQFOUBMPUPGUJNFXPSLJOHBOEUBMLJOHUPNFBCPVUIPXUPSFBEUIFDMBTT
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r<ĉFSFXBT>BHVJEBODFDPVOTFMPSTIFXPVMEIFMQNF4IFIBECFFOUFBDIJOHGPS
ZFBSTBUUIFUJNFUIBU*IBEKVTUTUBSUFETPTIFIFMQFENFBMPUXJUIQMBOOJOH
MFTTPOTBOEXJUIKVTUDPNJOHVQXJUIJEFBTPGIPXUPLFFQUIFLJETJOUFSFTUFEBOE
IPXUPHFUUIJOHTBDSPTTUPUIFLJETw*XPVMETFFIFSEBJMZ*KVTUBTLFERVFTUJPOT
"OEUIFO TIFXBTWFSZPQFO TIFDBNFJOUPUIFDMBTTSPPN TIFIFMQFENFBMPU4P
JUXBTKVTUBSFBMMZHPPESFMBUJPOTIJQ .JEEMF3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT 
rĉFQFSTPOUIBUTUBOETPVUJONZNJOEXBTNZBTTJTUBOUQSJODJQBMBUUIFėSTU
TDIPPM*XBTBU"MBEZXIPXPVMETJUEPXOXJUIZPV MPPLZPVJOUIFFZFBOE
NBLFZPVDPNGPSUBCMFUBMLJOHUPIFS:PVDPVMEQSFTFOUIFSXJUIBOZRVFTUJPO
PSQSPCMFN BOETIFXPVMECFPQFOBOEIPOFTUBOEOVSUVSJOH4IFUPMENFTIF
LOFXUIBU*LOFXJONZIFBSUXIBUXBTCFTUGPSUIFTUVEFOUT BOETIFTVQQPSUFE
NZJOTUJODUTBOEEFDJTJPOT )JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX
(SBEF-FWFM
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SECRET #6: Provide frequent opportunities

QUICK TIP:

f novice teachers to observe and be
for
observed by experienced teachers.

A teaching team setting
provides a natural context for
observation and collaboration
that supports the learning of
novice teachers.

The significance of opportunities to learn from more experienced teachers
was regularly stressed as being important for novice teachers. Here the
teachers talked about the value of learning through activities such as
observing and team teaching:
r0VSTDIPPMQSPWJEFTPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSPCTFSWBUJPO/FXUFBDIFSTFWFSZRVBSUFS
HFUBTVC BOEUIFZHFUBNFOUPS BOEUIFZHPOPUKVTUXJUIJOUIFTDIPPM UIFZHP
UPPUIFSTDIPPMTBOEPCTFSWFPUIFSDMBTTSPPNT &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI"MM4UVEFOUT 
4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNF )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r.ZTDIPPMIBEBQSPHSBNXIFSFZPVHFUBQFSJPEPĎFBDIXFFLUPHPPCTFSWF
BOPUIFSUFBDIFS*UJTTPIFMQGVM8PX ZPVTFFUIFJSTUSFOHUIT BOEJUJTTPEJĎFSFOU
GPSFWFSZPOF )JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r</PWJDFUFBDIFSTXJMMCFOFėUěPN>NPSFUIBOBEBZ TFWFSBMXFFLTFWFO PCTFSWJOH
BOEHFĪJOHUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPQSBDUJDFUIFTFUFDIOJRVFTUIFZPCTFSWFEXJUIB
HSPVQUIBUJTBMSFBEZUSBJOFEãTPNFPOFXIPJTBMSFBEZDPNGPSUBCMFXJUIJU
.JEEMF4DIPPM.BUI4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT
r.ZNFOUPSCSPVHIUNFJOGPSUISFFXFFLTKVTUJOUPIFSXSJUJOHCMPDLGPSNFUPTFF
IPXTIFEJEJUBOETIFUBVHIUIFSLJETBOENJOFĉFOTIFDBNFJOUPNZSPPN
BOEPCTFSWFENF4PXIFO*XBTBDUVBMMZEPJOHJUPONZPXO TIFDBNFJOBOE
TIFDPVMEHJWFNFUIFGFFECBDL BOE*MFBSOFETPNVDIěPNUIBU/PX *CSJOHUIF
OFXUFBDIFSTJOUPNZSPPNBOEEPUIFTBNFUIJOHTTIFEJEGPSNF &MFNFOUBSZ
.BUI)JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT

A number of the teachers emphasized
the value of placing a novice teacher
on a teaching team with more
experienced teachers. When the team
includes teachers who are committed
to mentoring, the team provides the
opportunities for teachers to observe
one another and provide situationspecific feedback for novices.
r8FVTFEBUFBNUFBDIJOHBQQSPBDI TP
*XBTSFBMMZMVDLZUIFSFXFSFUXPPGVT
*NFBOXFIBEPVSTFQBSBUFSPPNT CVU
/BUBMJFBMXBZTNBEFTVSFUIBU*IBE
NZTVQQMJFTBOEFWFSZUIJOHBOEXFLJOE
PGEJEUIFTBNFUIFNFT )JHI4DIPPM
3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT-FBSOJOH&OHMJTI
rĉFėSTUZFBSUIBU*XBTUIFSFGVMMUJNF 
*TIBSFEBSPPNXJUIBOPUIFSUFBDIFS
GPSBDPVQMFPGDMBTTFTBOE*HPUUPTFF
BMJĪMFCJU*HPUBMJĪMFQFFLBUXIBU
TIFXBTEPJOHZPVLOPX BOEIPXTIF
IBETVDIBUIJDLTLJOXJUIUIFLJET CVU
TIFTUJMMIBEGVOXJUIUIFNFWFOUIPVHI
TIFXBTėSN4PUIBUXBTBSFBMMZOJDF
XBZUPUSBOTJUJPOJOUPGVMMUJNF*UXBT
BSFBMMZHPPEFYQFSJFODF .JEEMF
4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH
#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r/FXUFBDIFSTPVHIUUPCFUFBNUFBDIFST
BOBQQSFOUJDFTIJQNPEFM8IZ
DPVMEOUXFUFBNUFBDIXJUIJODPOUFOU
BSFBGPSUIFėSTUZFBSJOBXFMMSVO
classroom with a veteran teacher?
)JHI4DIPPM.BUI"MM4UVEFOUT 
)JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
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The Components of an Effective Mentoring Process
SECRET #7: Use modeling to help novice teachers learn

important teaching skills.
These experienced teachers spoke to the significance of showing new teachers what to do and how to do it.
Beyond simply setting up time for them to observe and be observed, there should be an intentional focus
on modeling effective teaching as part of structured mentoring activities.
r*XPSLXJUINZQSJODJQBMUPNBLFTVSFFWFSZPOFJTUFBDIJOHXSJUJOHUIFTBNF<XBZ>*ĚPXěPNSPPNUPSPPN 
FTQFDJBMMZJGXFIBWFOFXUFBDIFST BOENPEFMJUGPSUIFNUPIFMQUIFNUISPVHIUIFQSPDFTT &MFNFOUBSZ.BUI
"MM4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r8F<NFOUPST>OFFEUJNFTPXFDBOCSJOHUIFNJOXJUIVTTPXFDBONPEFM"OEXFOFFEUJNFUPHPJOUPTFF
UIFNBQQMZJOHXIBUUIFZMFBSOFEěPNVTBOEUPUSZUPHJWFUIFNGFFECBDLwUIBUXBTUIFDMBSJėDBUJPO*OFFEFE
&MFNFOUBSZ.BUI)JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r.ZTFOJPSJOUFSOTVQFSWJTJOHUFBDIFSSFBMMZJNQBDUFEUIFXBZ*UFBDIUPEBZ$PMPS DSFBUJWJUZ SJDIOFTT<TIFXBT>
WFSZQBSUJDVMBSBCPVUUIFXBZTIFEJEUIJOHTĉJSUZZFBSTMBUFS *TUJMMEPTPNBOZUIJOHTUIFXBZTIFTIPXFENF
&MFNFOUBSZ.BUI4UVEFOUT-FBSOJOH&OHMJTI

What the Research Says
BCPVUDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFNFOUPSJOHQSPDFTT

Secrets five through seven capture the effective
processes of mentoring that ensure new teachers
receive the concerted support they need as they learn
to teach. An ideal induction program pairs novice
teachers with highly effective, experienced mentors
who teach related content and who have a desire to
help others learn to be effective teachers. Successful
mentors commit the time necessary to be accessible so
they can address the many questions novices have as
they learn their craft and help their mentees find the
basic materials and supplies any new employee might
need (Cherubini, 2007; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004).
That is, strong mentors commit the time to ensure they are there so that the novices’ questions are
answered right away. Additionally, mentors provide emotional support by acting as sounding boards
for novice teachers to discuss the issues they are experiencing in their classrooms in an effort to find
ways to address such issues (Street, 2004).
Mentors serve as a safety net as novice teachers try out what they already have or are currently learning.
The mentoring relationship is enhanced when mentors and novice teachers are given dedicated time to
work together (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Katkus, 2007; Street, 2004). Novice teachers also benefit from
becoming a part of a community of learners in which more experienced teachers may model effective
teaching behaviors as the novice teacher observes or even co-teaches with such teachers in order to
gain valuable teaching experience (Lieberman & Miller, 2008). Those who design teacher induction
programs can enhance the impact of the programs by providing time and opportunities for mentors
and novice teachers to work together.
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The Role of School Leaders
Administrators obviously have an important role in the mentoring of novice
teachers. One way this is evidenced is in the steps they take to create a schoolwide culture that reflects an ethos of support, open communication, collaboration
and continuous learning. Secrets 8 and 9 highlight the specific actions principals
can take to support novice teachers, including attention to the teaching load and
supports for novices to grow on the job.

SECRET #8: Provide novice teachers with a

reasonable teaching load that supports the
needs of new teachers.
The 2010 Excel Award teachers discussed key strategies that school leaders
should use to help novice teachers. Their suggestions included ideas such as
lightening the load of responsibilities for new teachers and being mindful of the
students who are placed into a new teacher’s classroom:
r/FXUFBDIFSTTIPVMEIBWFGFXFSSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTĉFJSėSTUSFTQPOTJCJMJUZJTUIFJS
DMBTTSPPN8FWFIBECBDLUPCBDLNFFUJOHTUIFėSTUXFFL8IFOXFIBWFBMMUIJT 
UIFSFJTOPUJNF<GPSBOPWJDFUPHFUTFĪMFE>:PVLOPXUIBUUZQFPGUIJOH<CBDLUP
CBDLNFFUJOHT>JTOPUNFFUJOHUIFOFFETPGBOZCPEZ )JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH"MM
4UVEFOUT
r"ENJOJTUSBUPSTTIPVMEwHJWF<OPWJDFT>DIJMESFOBOEQBSFOUTXIPBSFTVQQPSUJWF
TPUIBUBOPWJDFUFBDIFSDBOIBWFBQMFBTBOUėSTUFYQFSJFODF"ENJOJTUSBUPST
IBWFUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPSFBMMZLJOEPGCVJMEBOJEFBMDMBTTSPPNGPSOFXUFBDIFST
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH"MM4UVEFOUT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT

QUICK TIP:
Help novice teachers
manage their time.
Novice teachers may find it
challenging to make decisions
about what they must do and what
can be put to the side. School
leaders can help them with these
decisions:
r"CJHUIJOHXPVMECFUJNF
allowing them to have the time to
EPFWFSZUIJOH*UTPWFSXIFMNJOH
EVSJOHUIFėSTUXFFLTPGTDIPPM
%POUEFNBOEėWFQBHFMFTTPO
QMBOTěPNBOFXUFBDIFSUIBUT
BMPU .JEEMF4DIPPM.BUI
4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT
r"UUIFIJHITDIPPMMFWFM OFX
UFBDIFSTOFFEUPCFUSBJOFEUPTBZ
OPUP<OPOFTTFOUJBM>SFRVFTUT*WF
TFFOwOFXUFBDIFSTUIBUDBOUHJWF
UIFBĪFOUJPOUPUIFJSDMBTTFTw
)JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH)JHI
"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT

r'PSNFJUXPVMEIBWFIFMQFEwUP
IBWFUJNFUPTFĪMFNZDMBTTSPPNBOE
UIFOwKVTUTFUUIJOHTPVU5PLOPX
ZPVBSFOPUHPJOHUPCFPCTFSWFESJHIU
BXBZ8FMMDPNFJOUIFėSTUXFFLUP
DIFDLUIBUZPVSF0, CVUUIFOXFSF
HPJOHUPMFUZPVXPSLXJUIBNFOUPS
UFBDIFS8FXPOUDPNFUJM/PWFNCFS
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO
$IBSUFS4DIPPMT "MM4UVEFOUT )JHI
"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT
r/FXUFBDIFSTTIPVMEOPUCFPWFSMPBEFE
BUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFJSDBSFFST
)JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO
'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT 4UVEFOUT
1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
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The Role of School Leaders
QUICK TIP:
Appropriately structured
meetings and roles
create opportunities for
collaboration.
Well-structured meetings can
provide time for teachers to
collaborate around curriculum
and instruction. These kinds
of meetings are particularly
helpful to novice teachers who
get the opportunity to engage
in instructional deliberation
with their more experienced
colleagues:
r*UIJOLQSPWJEJOHNFFUJOHT 
NFFUJOHTGPSZPVSNBUIUFBDIFST 
ZPVSSFBEJOHUFBDIFST TJYUIHSBEF
<UFBN> ZPVLOPX SFBMMZGPDVTJOH
POUIF<EJĎFSFOU>BSFBT FTQFDJBMMZ
XJUIOFXUFBDIFST0VSTDIPPMJT
GBCVMPVTBCPVUUIBU FTQFDJBMMZPVS
TJYUIHSBEF8FSFBMMZHFUUPHFUIFS 
BOEXFSFBMMZUSZUPNBLFJUBTFBTZ
BTQPTTJCMFGPSUIPTFOFXUFBDIFST
XIPBSFDPNJOHJO .JEEMF
4DIPPM.BUI"MM4UVEFOUT 
4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX
*ODPNFT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT 
4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH#FMPX(SBEF
-FWFM
r"O"TTJTUBOU1SJODJQBMPG
$VSSJDVMVNTIPVMEIBWFNPSF
GPDVTFEPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPXPSL
XJUIUFBDIFST FTQFDJBMMZOFX
UFBDIFST BOECFUIFDIJFGNFOUPS
JODVSSJDVMVN%FQBSUNFOU$IBJST
BMTPTIPVMEIBWFSFMFBTFUJNFUP
XPSLXJUIUFBDIFST )JHI4DIPPM
3FBEJOH4UVEFOUT-FBSOJOH
&OHMJTI
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SECRET #9: Provide supports for observation,

sharing, and collaboration.
Time constraints associated with the responsibilities of teaching were continually
on the minds of these experienced educators. They discussed the importance of
administrators who creatively used time and structures to provide opportunities
for mentors to work with novice teachers. Such strategies as flexible scheduling
and pairing novice teachers with experienced teachers in co-teaching models
were among the more successful approaches mentioned:
r*IBEBHSFBUBENJOJTUSBUPSXIPSFBMMZXBOUFENFUPPCTFSWFPUIFSSPPNT TP
TIFQSPWJEFENFUIBUPQQPSUVOJUZUISPVHIPVUUIFZFBSPGTFFJOHBLJOEFSHBSUFO
DMBTTSPPN BėSTUHSBEF TFDPOEHSBEF UIJSEHSBEF NBLJOHTVSFUIBU*HPUB
WBSJFUZPGEJĎFSFOUUFBDIFST .JEEMF4DIPPM.BUI"MM4UVEFOUT 4UVEFOUTJO
'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT )JHI"DIJFWJOH4UVEFOUT 4UVEFOUT1FSGPSNJOH
#FMPX(SBEF-FWFM
r"HPPEBENJOJTUSBUPSTVHHFTUTXBZTGPSUFBDIFSTUPDPOOFDUXJUIFBDIPUIFS
)JHI4DIPPM3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO$IBSUFS4DIPPMT
r*SFNFNCFSNZėSTUZFBSPGUFBDIJOH UIBUTXIBUNZBENJOJTUSBUJPOEJE*XBT
IJSFEBTBGPVSUIHSBEFUFBDIFS BOEUIFOUIFZNBEFNFPCTFSWFBTFDPOEHSBEF
UFBDIFS XIJDIXBTUPUBMMZ<EJĎFSFOU>*UXBTEJĎFSFOUCFDBVTF*JOUFSOFEJOBėĜI
HSBEFDMBTTBOEUIFOXBTJOGPVSUI BOE*UIFOXBTUPMEUPXBUDIBTJYUIHSBEF
UFBDIFSJO#SFWBSE$PVOUZ XIPXBTUIFUPUBMPQQPTJUF BXPOEFSGVMUFBDIFS IF
KVTUSFUJSFEBĜFSZFBST#VUBTBėSTUZFBSUFBDIFS *UPPLěPNCPUIPGUIFN
&MFNFOUBSZ3FBEJOH4UVEFOUTJO'BNJMJFTXJUI-PX*ODPNFT

What the Research Says
BCPVUUIFSPMFPGTDIPPMMFBEFST

School leaders should work hard to help novice teachers experience a
smooth transition into the classroom. Secrets eight and nine capture and
reinforce recommendations from the literature on how administrators can
support novice teachers. Administrators should be mindful that novice
teachers need time to hone their craft. Novice teachers should be provided
ample time to work with their mentors, and administrators can meet this
need by designing the master schedule in such a way that novices and
mentors can meet consistently to discuss the professional growth of those
novice teachers (Algozzine, Gretes, Queen & Cowen-Hathcock, 2007;
Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). Experienced teacher leaders should work to make
novice teachers a part of collaborative communities of practice where novice
teachers can see effective teaching in practice (Dana & Yendol-Hoppey,
2008). In these ways, the school leader working in tandem with the novice
teacher and his or her mentor can provide an environment in which the
novice teacher can grow and thrive.
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